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As I pen this essay, first of all abundant thanks 
to the Visual Arts Alliance's Michael Reed and 
Matt Adams for inviting me to participate in 
what has turned out to be a very memorable — 
inspiring even — experience. After reviewing 
unmarked jpeg submissions by 115 (mostly) 
Houston-based artists, and considering more 
than 300 images, I was struck by the diversity 
and depth of talent creating in our hometown 
today. Rather than selecting work for the 
landmark 30th anniversary exhibition judged by 
its quality and strength alone, the thought was to 
make this a show that was curated based upon a 
subtle relationship among the offerings, while 
honing the exhibition to a field of just 50 
images, to allow each work to breath and take a 
stance.  

  The final 50 selections hanging in the 
Heritage Plaza encompass primarily painting 



and photography, with a side of sculpture. The 
exhibition is installed to highlight relationships 
and underscore similarities among submissions 
that ranged across the stylistic spectrum. The 
finalists, installed across banks of movable 
walls, greet those entering this impressive 
building, or interact with the employees 
inhabiting its majestic granite-clad lobby as they 
step forth from the first-floor elevator banks.   

  Front and center is one of the winners, a 
canvas that bears the slogan, "What Now?," 
which the show could take as its subtitle, along 
with the themes of the clash of the "Domestic 
vs. Cosmic." And above all, in a strange 
coincidence, this exhibition coincides with a 
Presidential election, as well as the year that the 
world is supposed to end according to the 
Mayan calendar. Tellingly, the show takes place 
in an edifice famed for its Mayan-temple styled 
rooftop, while so many of the inclusions either 
celebrate the comforts of home or embrace 
stylistic tropes from the post-modern period (the 
era of this building's launch, 1984). On the other 



hand, there's a strong current of the cosmos: 
swirling vortexes, abstractions that hint at 
nebula, galaxies, pulsars or exploding, 
expanding universes. Knowing that artists are 
prophets, we perceive that they truly are the 
mirror of our age and its uneasy, fin-de-siècle 
sensibility.  

  For the first-place, I selected a 
photograph that is both exquisite and enigmatic: 
an image of a young girl floating in a pool, a 
modern Ophelia who instead of drowning we 
hope awakes to consciousness and 
empowerment. It is also an enchanting image of 
innocence and the reverie of dreaming, and it's 
important to point out that the star here is a 
heroine.  

  Second and third places, respectively, go 
to the retro, cartoony painting of Donald Duck 
brandishing a firearm, which is pop, film noir, 
humorous and unforgettable, all at the same 
time; and to a portal from a domestic interior, a 
canvas filled with pellucid blue-green light and 



promise, and both a beautiful painting as well as 
a metaphor for a hopeful future. 

  Honorable mentions are to these seven: a 
photorealist canvas of Canton Cafe, which 
reminds me of Edward Hopper's Chop Suey 
from 1929, as well as a conceptual comment 
about America's reliance on China; an exterior 
of a peach-colored bungalow complete with 
low-slung awnings, like closed eyelids, a 
painting that also breaks down to a wonderful 
exercise in linear abstraction; a compact, 
square-shaped abstraction of criss-crossing 
bands of color that is a kaleidoscopic, chromatic 
and in the tradition of Carlos Cruz-Diez; a 
reductive architecturally-influenced watercolor 
with bands and planes of color against an 
expansive white void; a dual-panel landscape 
with applied collage elements painted in an 
almost naive style, with a white swath of sky 
imbued with an air of expectancy; a nostalgic 
black-and-white photograph of an abandoned 
kitchen brimming with mystery and a few 
unanswered questions; and a landscape that 



seethes with energy, as its swirling magma 
mountain range rises up against a pulsating sky. 

  Other images of import include the 
Magritte-ean painting of a West Texas roadside 
featuring dual arrow signage; a pinkish-red 
stained canvas that possesses the delicacy of a 
Chinese landscape painting; a manipulated 
photo of a gray spiral against green and yellow 
rays; a neo-Baroque carnival scene, that is both 
gaudy and elegant; and an elegiac collage 
bearing salvaged text fragments, a cutout 
bluebird and barbell forms.   

  One final note: as you peruse this 
exhibition, I encourage you to follow the artists 
with whom you most resonate; and in most 
cases, the artworks on view are (quite 
affordably) available for acquisition, so do rise 
to the occasion and take one home for your 
personal collection.   

            —
 Catherine D. Anspon   
 
 


